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This presentation is designed to help you interpret your iMatter team report, and then 

move into action planning with your team.  It covers:

• Interpreting your report

• Understanding the links between iMatter and Staff Governance

• Action planning

There are also great resources in the help section on the iMatter system.  When you login, 

look for the ‘?’ symbol in the top right hand corner

If your team has had a response rate of less than 60%, or less than 100% in teams that are 

less than 5, you won’t get a report. If that is the case, please use the aggregated report for 

your Directorate (accessible via your iMatter portal homepage) for action planning.  Please 

also contact your iMatter directorate representative (see final slide) to discuss further help 

and support.  

How to use this resource
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Sample report cover page

These slides cover a team report.  There are also directorate 
reports (visible to all team managers) and Board reports.  These 
use the same principles and calculations, just aggregated up.

This the percentage and number of those who have responded.

The Employee Engagement Index (EEI) is a summary of the 
responses. An example: ‘Karen’s Team’ (5 members).  Each of the 
28 iMatter statements (‘Strongly Disagree’ - ‘Strongly Agree’) gets 
a score of 1 (low) - 6 (high), so Karen’s team’s max possible score is 
840 (28 statements x 6 max points x 5).  Let’s say they actually 
score 690.  EEI step 1: work out the average, which is 138 (690 ÷ 5).  
Step 2: divide the  EEI max of 100 by the iMatter maximum of 168 
= 0.5952.  Step 3: 138 x 0.5952 = EEI of 82 for ‘Karen’s Team’. 

Directorate and Board EEIs are aggregated scores.  

All 28 iMatter statements are linked to the Staff Governance 
Standard Strands and the Staff Experience Components (see 
following slides).  This section is a summary of responses against 
those strands. The colour coding shows the 
distribution of responses.   
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Staff Governance links
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iMatter and Staff Governance
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Sample report (continued)
The scores for each statement are calculated in the 
same way as the EEI.  The colour coding shows the 
distribution of responses.    
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The ‘thermometer’ is the 29th item in the questionnaire and is independent of the 
other 28.  The thermometer score and the EEI typically correlate, and are a reliable 
predictor of each other.  If the scores are similar, that suggests the responses have 
been honest.  If they are quite different, that suggests respondents have been honest 
in one but not the other.

The ‘thermometer’

You can see how your team’s EEI 
compares with others in your directorate, 
and also see whether any teams have not 
received a report at all.  Teams with no 
report will need to use the directorate 
report for their action planning. 
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The next phase is to work through the report with your team, and decide what actions you’re 
going to take together. The steps below are a suggested way of doing this, but please use your 
own ideas if you prefer.  Action planning is intended to be a collective effort, and you’ll get the 
best results if the ideas for actions and monitoring progress come from your team. 

1. Welcome and overview
• Welcome
• Check understanding of iMatter (you could use this presentation, and the national iMatter 

website is also useful https://www.staffgovernance.scot.nhs.uk/monitoring-employee-
experience/imatter/)

• Clarify the purpose of this feedback session and check your team’s expectations
• Agree ground rules for working together, especially around confidentiality (NB - the Team 

Report belongs to the team, and sharing anything from it needs the team’s agreement)

2. iMatter Team Report Discussion 
Provide copies of the Team Report (you could also distribute the Directorate report for 
comparison) and discuss in pairs/ small groups/ full team:
• What does our response rate tell us?
• What does the overall EEI score tell us?
• What areas do we think are strengths (green/yellow)?
• What areas do we think need improvement (amber/ red)?
• If things look OK, what could be ‘even better if…’? 

Next steps

https://www.staffgovernance.scot.nhs.uk/monitoring-employee-experience/imatter/
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3. The Team Action Plan 
• Review the strengths and improvement areas and prioritise.
• Agree key strengths to put into the Action Plan template (minimum of 1).
• Agree key improvement areas to put into the template (a maximum of 3)
• Agree who will be responsible for which actions, and by when
• Confirm that the team manager will input the agreed strengths and improvement areas. 

into the template.  Agree how team members will get a copy

NB – when the actions are put onto iMatter and saved, they become the Storyboard.  The 
Storyboard then becomes your means for monitoring and tracking progress 

4. Next Steps and Close
• Discuss the Storyboard and how the team will see / share this
• Agree how and when the team will monitor the Storyboard (one idea is to make it a 

standing item at a team meetings) 

NB – if agreed actions are completed ahead of schedule, there is nothing to prevent follow up 
actions being added. 

Next steps
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What we do well  (pulled through to Storyboard)

Team Name (pre-populated)
Team Leader / Line Manager (pre-populated)

Area for Improvement Desired Outcome

(pulled through to 

Storyboard)

Actions

(pulled through to 

Storyboard)

Responsible for Action 

and Target Completion 

Date (who and when)

1.

2.

3.

The Action Plan template is on the iMatter Portal.  You have 12 weeks from 
receiving the report to get the Action Plan onto the system.  The actions are 
pulled through to create the ‘Storyboard’, to share with your team.  

Action plan template
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Please contact your iMatter Directorate representative: 

• Dental: Penny Crowe, Jennie Davies, Morag McDiarmid

• Digital: Paula Duncan

• Finance and Procurement: Janice Sinclair

• Medical (including Pharmacy): Niall MacIntosh

• NDS: Francesca King

• NMAHP: Leigh Willocks, Sheila Findlay

• Planning and Corporate Resources: Alison Shiell

• Psychology: Nicola Wright

• Workforce: Morag McElhinney, Ameet Bellad

Other contacts who can also help:

• NES iMatter mailbox: iMatter.Admin@nes.scot.nhs.uk

• Your NES iMatter Op Lead: Nick Frew

• Your NES iMatter Board Administrator: Pamela Renwick

What if I need help?

mailto:iMatter.Admin@nes.scot.nhs.uk

